
Tour Name

Theme

Concept

Tour of Experience History and Nature in Kagoshima

The history of Satsuma and the blessings created by Sakurajima

Experience with all five senses the magnificent nature, precious history, and slowly nurturing traditional culture 
unique to Kagoshima.

Target
Market

[Target market]
Young and wealthy people, mainly in Europe and the United States, with their families. However, children are 
junior high school or higher.
[Reasons for target setting]
Intended for families who want their children to see and experience different cultures while their parents enjoy 
themselves.
。

Kagoshima is a city in one of the southernmost regions of Japan, the southern tip of Kyushu. The city has a 
warmer climate than most Japanese cities because of its location but also because of the proximity of active 
volcano Sakurajima. Also, Kagoshima has a rich history as the former seat of one of Japan's most powerful 
feudal clans, the Shimazu, who played a central role in the Meiji Restoration.

On this tour, you can feel energy of the earth from the observatory and how local people live with the active 
volcano by cycling on Sakurajima and experience the hot spring culture benefiting from the volcano.
Also, at Sengan-en, you will see magnificent view of nature of Kagoshima and historical sights. This place was 
build as a villa of local feudal lords in the 17th century, There is a house preserved and you can go inside and 
see how then people lived there.

Experience dynamic power of nature and feel sophisticated beauty and history of Kagoshima.

Stories

※Please ☑ the elements of the tour that you would like your established target clientele to experience

□Experiences that will change their outlook on life ☑Experiences that get you to caputure the essence of the area 

☑Discovery and understanding through a wide range of experiences ️A challenging experience

️An environment that feels extraordinary   ☑Accommodation and food that feels unique to the area

Tour overview : Themes/Concepts/Story 



Period

Price

Season

3 days 

From JPY 240,000 per person

Year - round

Price 
includes

Minimum: 2 Maximum: 6
Group 
Size

● English - speaking Guide

● 2 Nights Accommodation

● 2 Breakfasts / 3 Lunches / 2 Dinners

● All Transport and Listed Activities

● Taxes (10% Consumption Tax)

● Insurance Provided by the Activity Operator

● Admission Fees

Kagoshima-chuo Station
Meeting 

Point

2 ★★☆☆☆
Activity 
Level

Please inform us specifically if you have any allergies,dietary restrictions,pre-existing conditions,medical history, 

and etc..

Other 
matters

Personal Expenses
Price not 
inclided

Tour overview : 



Tour
Name

Tour of Experience History and Nature in Kagoshima

10:00  Check out and depart from Hotel
10:00  Arriving at Sengan-en 
Enjoy a traditional Japanese garden and stately home
12:30  Lunch at restaurant of Sengan-en
14:30  Arriving at Kirishima Shrine
16:00  Check-in
- Experience Kagoshima's Onsen Culture
- Enjoy local cuisine for dinner

Intention to experience each journeyItinerary

Around Kagoshima-chuo Station

Day2

Day1

The appeal of cycling Sakurajima is that you 
can really see the subtle changes in 
Sakurajima’s facial expressions. You can 
also better experience the calm of Kinko Bay, 
and the panoramic view of the city of 
Kagoshima on the other side all at your own 
pace, while riding a bicycle. 
If you are lucky, you can hear the boom of 
Sakurajima’s eruption and see it fuming 
gray ash. 
Please enjoy the rich blessings of the 
volcano.

13:00  Meet at Kagoshima-chuo Station
13:30  Take the Sakurajima ferry to Sakurajima.
14:00 After renting out a bicycle at the 
Sakurajima Visitor Center Sports Cycle Rental, 
depart for cycling the island of Sakurajima.
Enjoy the scenic sites of Sakurajima such as 
Kurokami Observation Point, Kurokami Buried 
Torii Gate, Arimura Observatory, and more.
17:00  Check-in ／ Dinner at hotel

Private car, BoatTransportation

Sakurasakura Onsen (Kirishima) 

Private car

This stately home and traditional garden
belonged to the powerful Shimadzu clan,
offering a breathtaking view of the
active volcano Sakurajima. Explore the
expansive house and gardens to get a
true feel of how a feudal lord lived. 
Afterwards, visit Kirishima Shrine,
designated as a national treasure and
important cultural property, to
experience the sacred atmosphere that
surrounds this revered site.
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Tour Overview: Itinerary & Highlights

Accommodation

Transportation

Accommodation



Tour
Name

Tour of Experience History and Nature in Kagoshima

Intention to experience each journeyItinerary

---

Day3

Barrel Valley Praha&Gen is one of the few 
facilities in Japan that produces rice malt, 
which is essential for fermented foods, along 
with Kagoshima specialties like shochu and 
black vinegar all under one roof.
The presentation on rice malt production is 
a popular attraction, as are the samples of 
shochu and health foods made with this rice 
malt.

9:30 Check out the hotel 
10:00 Arriving at Barrel Valley Praha&Gen
- factory tour 
- shopping 
- lunch at restaurant 
13:00  Transfar to Amami airport and disband.

Private carTransportation

Tour Overview: Itinerary & Highlights

Accommodation


